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The Montana Republican said in a statement to The Associated Press that his Republican colleague, Montana
congressman Greg Gianforte, "has come to save the day" by offering him use of his private jet. A
spokeswoman for Daines said he will walk his daughter down the aisle, and Republicans can hold the vote
open if they need him. There are 51 votes required for confirmation. Republicans hold a slim majority. Vice
President Mike Pence could break a tie. A final vote is expected on Saturday afternoon. Murkowski is fiercely
independent senator known for bucking her party. Jeff Flake said he will vote to confirm Supreme Court
nominee Brett Kavanaugh "unless something big changes. He said it was a hard decision and "a difficult
decision for everybody. Last week Flake forced his fellow Republicans to order an expanded FBI investigation
on sexual misconduct allegations against Kavanaugh. Flake and other senators read that confidential FBI
report Thursday. Kavanaugh has denied the allegations. Kavanaugh touted his "well-qualified" rating from the
ABA committee during angry, emotional testimony last week, in which he denied sexual misconduct
allegations. Democrats have questioned whether he has the temperament for a lifetime appointment to the
Supreme Court. That probe was completed this week. White House aides and allies expressed cautious
optimism Friday. Trump, who framed the nomination as a rallying issue for Republican voters at a Thursday
night rally, has been keeping in close contact with staff and Republican allies in the Senate, the White House
indicated. Susan Collins of Maine, who voted to advance Kavanaugh, said she will announce her decision on
confirmation later Friday. Also voting to move the nomination forward was Democratic Sen. Joe Manchin of
West Virginia, who had been undecided. Lisa Murkowski voted against moving the nomination forward. He
forcefully denied the allegations. Several senators have not said how they will vote: Majority Leader Mitch
McConnell, who has pushed to get Kavanaugh confirmed this week, said he was "feeling good" ahead of the
vote. Senators have been wrestling with the findings of an FBI background investigation into sexual
misconduct allegations against Kavanaugh. Collins told reporters she is "voting yes on proceeding to the final
confirmation vote" and will announce her decision on confirmation later Friday. Kavanaugh has denied
allegations of sexual misconduct in high school and college. Schumer said Friday, "They have a flawed
nominee. She spoke on the Senate floor ahead of a Friday procedural vote. Feinstein says Kavanaugh has not
"earned" his seat. McConnell made the short comment Friday to reporters as he walked to the Senate floor as
the chamber opened. Key GOP senators have not yet said their positions less than an hour before voting. The
Senate is set to vote at President Donald Trump is criticizing female protesters who confronted senators over
Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh. Trump is calling them "paid professionals only looking to make
Senators look bad. Trump described the women as "rude elevator screamers" and said they have
"professionally made identical signs. The nominee has denied allegations of sexual misconduct from high
school and college. Senators have been confronted by protesters, some of whom who are members or paid
staffers for activist groups. Jeff Flake was challenged by two women as he entered an elevator last week.
Several women who identified themselves as sexual assault survivors approached Republican Sen. Hatch
waved and told them to "grow up" as he entered an elevator. Durbin says he understands that "this has to be a
terrible ordeal" for Kavanaugh and his family, but adds: In an op-ed published Thursday evening in the Wall
Street Journal, the year-old judge acknowledged that he became "very emotional" during his Senate Judiciary
testimony but is "hardworking" and "even-keeled. Key Republicans remain undecided. Chris Coons, who
helped broker a deal with Republican Sen. Key GOP senators remain undecided amid allegations of sexual
misconduct and intense protests dividing the nation. The year-old judge made what were in effect closing
arguments by acknowledging that he became "very emotional" when forcefully denying the allegations at a
Judiciary Committee hearing last week. But in an op-ed published Thursday he insists he remains the same
"hardworking, even-keeled" person as always. Republicans have a slim hold on the Senate. A final vote is
expected Saturday.
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There were two things I noticed about this book: Male authors tend to create heroines who act a little more
sensibly when the hero is involved 2. These two observations canceled each other out, so I got the book and
started reading. Aside from a few moments where Mr. Then suddenly she was wailing and moaning and there
was an enormous mess in which the reader remained quite untouched because they really had no idea who this
heartbreak producing personage was. So that part of the back cover fizzled out too. And I have no idea, really,
why the pet is described as ornery or why it plays much of a part on the back cover. All in all, the beginning
was climatic, the middle was anticlimactic and the ending was extremely anticlimactic. There was, however,
one saving grace no pun intended in this book, which we shall get to in a moment. Grace Burnette Denison Role: So, I rather liked Grace from time to time. She was sensible sometimes, had a nice temper, and could
keep up a clever repartee. Bly did, however, get in a few cents worth on several details that we needed to be
constantly reminded of. Also, her conversations with herself conveniently laid out on almost every other page
with sweeping italic script got rather long and repetitive and not to mention it or anything contradictory.
Though I suppose we all contradict our decisions constantly as well Colton Anthony Parnell - Role: Blond
hero who is greatly admired for being a Eesh yikes, where to I start? I did not like this man. Not too bad,
really, but endowed with an ill-fated tendency to be "too cute". And then the other characters. There were, of
course, cliche pitfalls, but for the most part, the dialogue was excellent - clever and enjoyable - and the
characters were able to pull it off. And Grace herself had quite a collection of amusing mental observations as
well. The lack of over-dramatic, stomach-turning description of every physical feature of the hero and heroine.
There was a nice little plot twist I suppose you could probably figure it out if you watched for it and put
everything together instead of just waltzing through the book that created a moment of drama. But it was a
brief moment - before you realized that the fact had been staring you in the face for quite a while. The lack of
true emotion. Show me that their heart is broken, and then we might have something going. The fact that the
whole book was so anticlimactic. I like drama well-played drama, that is , but it just kept getting weaker and
weaker. But that does not give an author free rein to use words that were coined years after the book. Some of
it is fine because if we wrote everything like they did, it would sound like Shakespeare. But please, if your
book is set in the era of telegraphs to be exact , please do not use the word "jerk" in reference to a disreputable
young man! The fact that Grace usually wore her hair loose and down her back. This may be incredibly
nit-picky, but anyone who knows anything about the old days knows that a young woman of twenty-nine
would never, EVER even consider walking out of her house or boarding house room, in this case with her hair
down. Especially in a rough town of most nothing but men. She would have religiously worn it up since her
sixteenth or eighteenth birthday. Such mistakes do not lend a well-researched air to a book. Some of the
Christian message was well presented and sound, but some of it stuck out like a sore thumb. If I could just
have the dialogue from this book, I would have few complaints. But, since a book must have a plot and
characters, well, thus march in the criticisms. Such is life, I suppose.
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His ancestry included English and German. Thurmond had the ability to ride ponies, horses, and bulls from an
early age and his home was frequently visited by congressmen, senators, and judges who would follow his
father back to the house. Thurmond remembered the handshake as the first political skill he had learned, and
continued the pattern of greeting with a handshake throughout his career. Thurmond graduated in with a
degree in horticulture. This section needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article
by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Thurmond
studied law with his father as a legal apprentice and was admitted to the South Carolina bar in He was
appointed as the Edgefield Town and County attorney, serving from to In Thurmond was elected to the South
Carolina Senate and represented Edgefield until he was elected to the Eleventh Circuit judgeship. In
November , officers arrived at the Logue family home to arrest Sue Logue and her brother-in-law for their
hiring of the hit man that murdered Davis Timmerman. George Louge and Fred Dorn ambushed the officers
after they were allowed entry into the home, the sheriff and deputy both being fatally wounded by the duo.
Thurmond, who learned of the shooting while attending a morning church service, became concerned of
further violence and drove to the home. There, he removed his jacket and vest while turning his pockets inside
out to show that he was without a weapon, then walked inside the home and confronted a Logue family friend
that had aimed a shotgun at him. Thurmond persuaded Sue Logue to surrender with the promise that he would
secure her safe passage through the hostile crowd that had assembled outside following the murders of the
officers. His act was the subject of a multitude of stories in South Carolina newspapers for the following days.
Cohodas wrote that the incident increased public perception of Thurmond as a determined and gritty
individual and contributed to his becoming a political celebrity within the state. He retired from the U. Army
Reserve with the rank of major general. Running as a Democrat in the one-party state, Thurmond was elected
Governor of South Carolina in , largely on the promise of making state government more transparent and
accountable by weakening the power of a group of politicians from Barnwell , [19] which Thurmond dubbed
the Barnwell Ring , led by House Speaker Solomon Blatt. Many voters considered Thurmond a progressive
for much of his term, in large part due to his influence in gaining the arrest of the perpetrators of the lynching
of Willie Earle. Truman ordered the end of racial discrimination in the U. Army, [24] [25] proposed the
creation of a permanent Fair Employment Practices Commission , supported the elimination of state poll taxes
which effectively discriminated against poor blacks and whites in voting , and supported drafting federal antilynching laws. It split from the national Democrats over the threat of federal intervention in state affairs
regarding segregation and Jim Crow. Wallace would lead the U. During his campaign, Thurmond said the
following in a speech, being met with loud cheers by the assembled supporters: Thurmond concurrently
received counsel from Walter Brown and Robert Figgs to break from the party and seek reclaiming credentials
that would validate him in the minds of others as a liberal. Walter Brown sought to link the gubernatorial
campaign of Byrnes with the Thurmond Senate campaign as part of a collective effort against President
Truman. Within a day of each other, as Byrnes delivered remarks opposing Truman and Thurmond was
elected Chairman of the Southern Governors Conference, the effort by Brown appeared to have been a
success. Byrnes indirectly criticized Thurmond when asked by a reporter in about his governing if elected
South Carolina Governor, saying he would not waste time "appointing colonels and crowning queens", the
remark geared toward the image of Thurmond as not serious and conniving. Brown wrote to Thurmond that
the comment was a death to any potential alliance between the two South Carolina politicians and Thurmond
and his wife are described as looking "like they had been shot" when reading the Byrnes quotation in the
newspaper. By February , reporter Eleanor Nance had distributed a story saying Washington political circles
had concluded Thurmond would not mount a senatorial bid, but the report remained unpublished due to
convictions within South Carolina that Thurmond was a candidate without having announced that he was.
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Both candidates denounced President Truman during the campaign. It was the only statewide election which
Thurmond lost. State Democratic Party leaders blocked Thurmond from receiving the nomination to the
Senate in , and he ran as a write-in candidate. Elected to the Senate and s[ edit ] The incumbent U. Maybank ,
was unopposed for re-election in , but he died in September of that year, two months before Election Day.
Democratic leaders hurriedly appointed state Senator Edgar A. The Brown campaign was managed by future
Governor John C. Thurmond announced he would mount a write-in campaign. At the recommendation of
Governor James Byrnes , Thurmond campaigned on the pledge that if he won, he would resign in to force a
primary election which could be contested. At the time, South Carolina was a one-party state. For all intents
and purposes, the Democratic primary was the real contest for most state races from the local level all the way
to the U. Thurmond won the election overwhelmingly, becoming the first person to be elected to the U. Senate
as a write-in candidate against ballot-listed opponents. As promised, in Thurmond resigned to run in the party
primary, which he won. Afterward, he was repeatedly elected to the U. Senate by state voters until his
retirement 46 years later. Thurmond spoke of the importance of education, saying it "should be a primary duty
of the states just as national defense is a primary obligation of the federal government. Thurmond stated his
opposition to an alternate plan proposed by Richard Russell, which would abolish compulsory feature in
addition to adding a bonus of dollars to males forgoing active duty, saying he did not believe patriotism could
be purchased. Tariff Commission Edgar Brossard promised Thurmond that his position on American wool
protections would be a factor in negotiating tariff agreements at the beginning of the following year. Other
Southern senators, who had agreed as part of a compromise not to filibuster this bill, were upset with
Thurmond because they thought his defiance made them look incompetent to their constituents. Board of
Education[ edit ] Thurmond supported racial segregation throughout much of his career. He wrote the first
version of the Southern Manifesto , announcing southern disagreement with the U. Supreme Court decision in
Brown v. Board of Education , which ruled that public school segregation was unconstitutional. Board of
Education decision as the beginning of the Supreme Court instilling liberal leaning views across the United
States that continued with subsequent rulings. Thurmond afterward denied his responsibility in convening the
Saturday session, attributing it to Democrat Lyndon B. Johnson and opining that those insistent on passing a
civil rights bill should be around during discussions on the matter. The Case for the South, described as "a
compendium of segregationist arguments that hit all the high points of regional apologia", was sent by
Thurmond to each of his Senate colleagues and then-Vice President Richard Nixon. He added that American
industry would be destroyed by government subsidies that would convert the textile industry to other fields,
his reason for opposing the proposal. Thurmond stated the evidence was obtained through checking with the
individuals censoring, describing them as just taking orders. He added that the issue of censoring had predated
the Kennedy administration, though charged the incumbent executive branch with having increased its
practice. Vitale that it was unconstitutional for state officials to compose an official school prayer, Thurmond
stated the decision could lead to the rise of atheism as a national policy and encouraged Congress to take
measures preventing the Supreme Court from making similar decisions. Bohlen for United States Ambassador
to France. In September , Thurmond called for an invasion of Cuba, [68] publicly stating his belief that other
countries in the Western Hemisphere would want to join the United States in intervention. Hours after the
statement was made public, a Pentagon official disputed his claims as being "at wide variance with carefully
evaluated data collected by U. These laws ended segregation and committed the federal government to enforce
voting rights of citizens by the supervision of elections in states in which the pattern of voting showed blacks
had been disenfranchised. He and Thurmond served together for just over 36 years, making them the
longest-serving Senate duo in American history. Thurmond and Hollings had a very good relationship, despite
their often stark philosophical differences. Their long tenure meant their seniority in the Senate gave South
Carolina clout in national politics well beyond its modest population. On January 17, , Thurmond was
appointed to the Senate Judiciary subcommittee. Thurmond then demanded a rule that would bar senators
from being able to disparage members of the House of Representatives in addition to preventing them from
speaking and having to remain seated. Clark argued that the rule did not apply to him since he had finished
speaking, Thurmond rebutting, "If the senator is not going to be man enough to take his medicine, then let him
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go. Thurmond responded to the claim on September 15, saying the tale was a liberal smear intended to damage
his political influence, [95] later calling the magazine "anti-South". Fowler as the individual who had spread
the story, a charge that Fowler denied. Holmes County Board of Education , which ordered the immediate
desegregation of schools in the American South. Supreme Court ruling in Brown v. Board of Education that
segregation of public schools was unconstitutional. Thurmond praised President Nixon and his "Southern
Strategy" of delaying desegregation, saying Nixon "stood with the South in this case". Constitution as well as
providing leadership for the eventual takeover of the U. He called on other Southern politicians to join him in
bettering the Republican Party. Clark as Associate Justice. United States case was an encouragement of
individuals to commit more serous crimes such as rape and if he believed in "that kind of justice", an inquiry
that shocked the usually stoic Fortas. Thurmond stated that Fortas had backed overturning 23 of the 26 lower
court obscenity decisions. Goldberg as Chief Justice before becoming convinced there would be problems
during the process. Douglas to resign over what he considered political activities. Thurmond wrote to
Haynsworth that he had worked harder on his nomination than any other that had occurred since his Senate
career began. Several senators who voted against you have told me they would vote for you if they had it to do
again. Nixon despite the sudden last-minute entry of Governor Ronald Reagan of California into the race.
Chapter 4 : Strom Thurmond - Wikipedia
Buy a cheap copy of The Senator's Other Daughter (Belles of book by Stephen Bly. Within the locket hanging near her
heart is the secret that's broken it. A life of peace and seclusion as the unknown Miss Denison.
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Senator Steve Daines, Republican of Montana, probably won't be needed to confirm Judge Brett M. Kavanaugh, but
he's ready to leave his daughter's Big Sky wedding if necessary.

Chapter 6 : Steve Daines going to daughter's wedding regardless of Kavanaugh vote
With The Senator's Other Daughter, I have just discovered Stephen Bly and am instantly captivated! This book was such
fun to read and caught myself laughing out loud many, many times. The characters are memorable and tough, and the
actions kept me on the edge of my seat.
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The Senator's Other Daughter (Large Print): Bly, Stephen A. Skip to main navigation Skip to main navigation Skip to
search Skip to search Skip to content Help Help, opens a new window.

Chapter 8 : The Latest: Daines will leave daughterâ€™s wedding for vote - The Salt Lake Tribune
Get this from a library! The senator's other daughter. [Stephen A Bly] -- "Banished from Washington, D.C. by her
politically ambitious father, Grace Denison now longs only for a life of peace and seclusion.
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